
Installation Instructions

Installation of ram air system

Thank you for buying the GruppeM Ram Air System
Before installation, verify that you have all of the parts in the Parts List on the right.

CAUTION
- Do not install on a road or other place that could interfere with automobile or pedestrian traffic.
- Park on flat, horizontal ground with the emergency brake on, to prevent the vehicle from rolling.  
Remove the key from t he ignition and let the engine cool down completely before beginning 
installation.
- Wear work clothes suitable for the job.  When necessary, wear protective gloves and glasses.
- After installation, regular maintenance is necessary.  Periodically check for realignment, clearance, 
and tightening of all   
  components.
- GruppeM Inc. will not be held responsible for installations to any motor vehicle model other than the 
one specified.
- Keep these instructions in a safe place after using them.

 Speeding and reckless driving are completely unacceptable.  Please use this product with care, 
following all traffic regulations.

FRI-0215
VOLVO V60/S60　Ｔ6-TURBO (2011～2016）

PARTS  LIST

M4 Spacerｘ2

Spacer

A hose band is reduced. The box upper 
part is removed.

Busch for box fixing is removed.

An air mass sensor is removed.

A joint adapter and an air mass sensor 
are installed by bolt A.

The box lower part and an introduction 
duct are taken out together.

brace is fixed in screw C using a spacer.
There are few clearances with a compressor,
so please shift and fix brace in a way of a 
mark.

A plate is fixed by a taper bolt. An air mass
sensor is fixed in screw D using a spacer.

A stay is fixed.
Please refer to the right figure for a 
fixation method.

Air mass ASSY is installed in the suction
hose.

Lubricants are applied to an insertion 
slot and a filter is inserted.

It's fixed by bolt E using a rubber washer 
between brace and the filter case.

A filter case is installed in a body, putting 
a filter in an air mass adapter.

brace and a filter case are fixed. There 
are few clearances with a compressor, 
so please be careful.

washe

washerφ40

Body

Original location

After movement

There are few clearances of a harness and
a joint adapter, so when touching, please 
move a harness.

Filter case

Filter

joint adapter

braceA 0401

braceB 091

braceB 091

Plate

Air mass adapter

washerφ40

washe

Rubber washer

Cushion tape

BoltAｘ4
（M6-15）

BoltBｘ1
（M6-20）

BoltCｘ2
（M6-25）

BoltDｘ2
（M4-12）

BoltE
（M6-20）

Taper boltx2

M6 nut ｘ2

Cushion tape
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